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QUICK FACTS ABOUT SOUTH AFRICA
CAPITAL CITY:
Pretoria

AREA:
1 219 090 km²
One Time Zone (GMT + 2)

POPULATION:
56 500 000 (2017)

CURRENCY:
One Rand (R) = 100 cents (c).
Most international credit cards are accepted, as well as traveller’s cheques.
DRIVING:
Motorists drive on the left-hand side of the road. Marked Motorway Speed limit is generally 120 km/h;
100 km/h on secondary roads; and 60 km/h in urban.
BANKING
Banks open Monday – Friday: 09h00 - 15h30. Saturday: 08h30 - 11h00. Some on Sunday 08h30 - 11h00
Sophisticated banking systems are available including ATM’s and Bureau de Changes facilities
in most regions.

"The Eastern Cape is still a frontier. For the tourist, industrialist or
investor, it is a frontier of diversity, potential and economic opportunity.
For the people who live here, the province is a frontier at the cutting
edge of social and economic transformation.”

The Eastern Cape, holding all that South Africa (SA) has to offer, contains all seven of
SA’s biomes (ecological zone) and offers an unrivalled range of climates, landscapes
and cultures. The province is the second largest in SA and represents 14% of the
country’s land mass. The area has miles of sandy beaches, a variety of nature reserves
and quaint towns filled with rich histories and vibrant cultures. It is these distinctive
attributes that attract local and international tourist to the province.
The automotive industry is one of the main contributors to the area’s economic growth.
The Eastern Cape is home to five major automotive manufacturers, namely Volkswagen
(VW), ISUZU, FAW and BAIC (all are located in Nelson Mandela Bay), and Daimler
Chrysler (situated in East London). In addition, there are over a 150 vehicle component
manufacturers in the province.
The Coega Special Economic Zone (Coega SEZ) in Nelson Mandela Bay and the East
London Industrial Development Zone (ELIDZ) are the dedicated areas of development
for the province and are strategically positioned and incentivised for local and foreign
investors with export interests.
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OVERVIEW
OF NELSON MANDELA BAY
Nelson Mandela Bay boasts an assortment of tourist attractions such as its clean, safe,
golden beaches and its exquisite natural surroundings and wildlife reserves.

The Bay is comprised of Port Elizabeth, Uitenhage and Dispatch, with Port Elizabeth
being the largest city in the Eastern Cape. Nelson Mandela Bay is named after former
South African president, freedom fighter, and Nobel Peace Prize winner, Nelson
Rolihlahla Mandela.

Eastern Cape
Province

1950 km

NMB situated on the east
coast of SA
6

1058 km from Johannesburg

1

It lies

2

It lies midway between Cape

²

in size

and Durban

Town

Situated on the outskirts of Port
Elizabeth (25 km west from the city
centre), one would find the ever
popular Seaview Game and Lion
Park. The ADDO Elephant National
Park, home to the Big 7 and to
the world’s most comprehensively
recorded elephant population, is
situated 72 km north of Nelson
Mandela Bay. The Bay also
presents a diverse marine life that
can be enjoyed all year round. The
area’s vibrant and friendly culture
offers visitors diversity, from the
indigenous Xhosa culture with
its unique and charming craft,
music and dance to the European
Colonial history showcased in
various museums and architecture
in the area.

A range of art galleries in Nelson Mandela Bay exhibit local artists and open-air flea
markets pose an opportunity for crafters to display and sell their work.
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ECONOMY
OF NELSON MANDELA BAY
NELSON MANDELA BAY GDP CONTRIBUTION
2017 (as measured in nominal or current prices)

R 4.65

R 351

R 123

NMBM contributed 2.63% to
the Total GDP of SA

NMBM contributed 34.91%
to the Total GDP of the Eastern
Cape Province

NMBM GDP

trillion

billion

The agriculture sector is
expected to grow fastest at
an average of

Top 4 sectors
that contribute
to total GVA in
Nelson Mandela
Bay’s economy

3.28%

annually from R 170 million
in NMBM to R 200 million
in 2022.

20.1%

Manufacturing sector
8

billion

24.5%

Community services sector
R 26.4 billion

20.7%
Finance sector

GROSS VALUE ADDED (GVA) BY BROAD ECONOMIC SECTOR
Nelson Mandela Bay Municipality, 2017
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Nelson Mandela Bay Municipality has a very large comparative advantage in the
manufacturing sector and particularly the transport sector from a value add perspective
and trade.
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OUR LIFESTYLE

• Superb sailing venues, firstrate scuba diving with colourful
coral species, beautiful reefs
and shipwrecks, near perfect
conditions for wind-surfing,
angling, snorkelling, kite-surfing,
fly-fishing and canoeing.
• Excellent schools, universities,
hospitals, good telecommunications
infrastructure and modern
shopping centres.
• Unspoilt beaches and rivers
and countless malaria-free game
and nature reserves (free of
hippopotamus and crocodile) to
explore.

Warm, dry summers
and mild winter temperatures
10

• Three of SA’s top 10 golf courses.
• Hiking, 4X4 trailing, white water rafting and bungee jumping activities.
• Beautiful parks and botanical gardens with an abundance of bird life.
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GROWTH SECTORS
The municipality has targeted and prioritised six sectors for robust development.
AUTOMOTIVE

Main
Sectors

AGRO-PROCESSING
LIGHT MANUFACTURING

Other
Sectors

SERVICES
OCEANS ECONOMY

TOURISM

Currently active contributors to the
local economy and job creation

Potential to support economic
growth going forward

AUTOMOTIVE
Nelson Mandela Bay, undoubtedly the motor manufacturing
mecca of Africa, is home to a vibrant and ever-growing industry
which provides the basis of the region’s manufacturing capacity.
The largest car manufacturer in the country, VWSA, a wholly-owned
subsidiary of VWAG, is situated in Uitenhage. ISUZU SA has also
established a presence in the Nelson Mandela Bay area, while Ford
SA is another Port Elizabeth based Original Equipment Manufacturer
(OEMs). Another flagship project for the Nelson Mandela Metro has been
the establishment of the BAIC in the Coega SEZ, and FAW.
12

Nelson Mandela
Bay is also home to
automotive component
manufactures that
are well positioned to
serve top Eastern Cape
exporting OEM’s.

reliable niche cap fillers
Globally established
Vehicle manufacturers
and component
suppliers

The European Union is the
largest export destination for
local component exports
13

AGRO-PROCESSING
Dairy, food processing, wool and mohair are the three primary
active agro-processing industries in the Eastern Cape. There are
opportunities to expand processing of Ultra-High Temperature (UHT)
milk, milk powder and cheese. There are also opportunities for new
canning and juicing plants in the citrus industry; as well as prospects
for the processing of wool and mohair.
The Eastern Cape is the leading world producer of high-quality
merino wool and mohair fibres. There is an opportunity to bring
together designers, technology and investors to produce higher value
for goods and access new markets.

20%

completely raw wool
and mohair clips

75%

semi-processed
wool and
mohair clips

OCEANS ECONOMY
This sector has been identified as a focus area for the region in
exploiting the opportunities presented by the vast ocean resources
available and diversifying the region’s economy. Maritime economy
opportunities include:
• Marine transport and manufacturing
• Offshore oil and gas exploration
• Aquaculture
• Marine protection services and ocean governance

Nelson Mandela Bay is embarking on a drive
of creating sustainable employment, diversifying
the key sectors, strengthening competitiveness

MANUFACTURING
Manufacturing subsectors (or industries) have a strong presence and potential
for further development within the Nelson Mandela Bay area.

1 CLOTHING AND TEXTILES
Currently, key products being manufactured are seat covers, fabric and
upholstery, industrial hosing, medical fabrics, clothing and the use of
natural fabrics for bags, matting and carpeting. Areas being examined
are the use of new materials like hemp, wool and mohair fashion items,
16

and indigenous Xhosa designs in
high quality fashion clothing. Two
key opportunities that have been
identified are a fibre processing
plant to spin wool and mohair fibre
into yarn, as well as a textile mill,
centred on cotton, poly-cotton and
acrylic fabric.

The Eastern Cape is
renowned for its status
as a major producer of

WOOL and MOHAIR

TEXTILES

2 RENEWABLE INDUSTRIES
The Nelson Mandela Bay Municipality is embarking on a drive of creating sustainable
employment, diversifying the key sectors, strengthening competitiveness.
The Renewable Energy sector is one of the targeted sectors identified for
diversification and one of the fast growing, owing to the IPP programme of the
Department of Energy. Generation and Components Manufacturing Industry is
one of the key targeted sectors. The development of this sector is prioritized in the
proposed Nelson Mandela Bay region Industrial Developed Strategy.

3 CHEMICALS
Plastics and pharmaceuticals are the key chemical industries in the Eastern
Cape. Nelson Mandela Bay is home to Aspen, the largest generics manufacturer
in the southern hemisphere and the leading supplier of generic medicines to
both the private and the public sectors in SA. Aspen is one of the top twenty
generic manufacturers worldwide and SA’s number one generic brand. The
plastics industry, albeit small, is highly diversified throughout the province where
automotive, packaging, moulding and extrusion, household and construction
industries are prominent.
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Nelson Mandela Bay has seen steady growth
in the tourism industry in terms of both
local and international visitors

TOURISM
Tourism is viewed as an important area of growth for Nelson Mandela
Bay and the Eastern Cape at large. Key attractions in and around Nelson
Mandela Bay include wildlife and outdoor, cultural, historical as well as
adventure and sport related activities and attractions. Infrastructural
developments that are necessary for tourism growth have been prioritised
by the Nelson Mandela Bay Municipality.

Nelson Mandela Bay has an
average annual increase in the
tourism industry of approximately
10%. This trend has seen the
growth of township tourism,
thereby strategically positioning
Nelson Mandela Bay to benefit.

SERVICES
1

grime free
urban environment

CREATIVE INDUSTRIES:
FILMING IN NELSON
MANDELA BAY
A number of initiatives, city and
provincial, private and public have
been launched with the specific
intention of building and developing
the film industry within Nelson
Mandela Bay and the Eastern Cape
at large. Nelson Mandela Bay and its
enviroments have played host to a
number of national and international
feature films. The city was selected
because of the untapped freshness
of the locations and "grime free urban
environment”. A variety of top quality
locations are available in and around
Nelson Mandela Bay.
SA, and in turn Nelson Mandela
Bay, offers film makers cost-effective
locations all in close proximity to
each other. The climate is ideal
and because SA’s summer falls
during the Northern Hemisphere’s
winter, it offers and the fact that
English is spoken across SA and
its compatible time zone (GMT+2)
allows for effortless adaptation from
America or Europe.

2
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BUSINESS PROCESS
OUTSOURCING AND OFFSHORING
The services sector, comprising of the
Business Process Outsourcing (BPO) present
viable prospects for growth and especially
employment creation most notably amongst
the youth. The BPO Park in the Coega SEZ
is currently home to the Discovery Health call
centre and WNS.

Discovery Health call centre and WNS has
a total combined employment of about

2 000 people

Nelson Mandela Bay has been identified as a prime location for call centres and back
office operations serving SA, Africa, Europe and the rest of the English-speaking
world. There are opportunities for offshore companies that seek to establish call centre
operations in the region given the affinity to the European region, Australia and the USA.
21

REASONS TO INVEST IN
NELSON MANDELA BAY

1 AUTO CAPITAL OF SOUTH AFRICA
The automotive sector is a strategic and key
sector in the Nelson Mandela Bay region
and SA. Some of the suppliers in the Nelson
Mandela Bay are also key players in the
component supply chain of Mercedes Benz SA
in East London about 300 km from the Nelson
Mandela Bay region. The vision is to advance
the capability in auto sector and grow the
manufacturing base to become the number one
auto manufacturer in Africa.

35%

ISUZU
22

VW

of the SA automotive components
industry is located in the NMB area.

Ford Engine Plant

FAW

BAIC

2 STRATEGIC EXPORT AND MANUFACTURING PLATFORM
Nelson Mandela Bay is the only region in Africa to be served by two ports.
The deep-water port of Ngqura has been designed as a state-of-the-art transhipment
hub, servicing traffic from the East, South America, and West African markets. The
deepest container terminal in Southern Africa boasting a 16-meter draft. It is served
by the world’s top shipping lines.
The Port of Port Elizabeth operates world-class container, vehicle, breakbulk and
bulk terminals. The Port Elizabeth Terminal was ranked the highest in Africa for
moves per hour between January and March 2013 by the world’s largest ocean
carrier and container shipping company Maersk Line. The accolade is a result
of measured efficiency when counting the number of containers handled per
hour which impacts directly on vessel turnaround time. The shipping links are
complemented by direct road and rail links to the rest of South and Southern Africa.
The Coega SEZ provides some of the most affordable rates for developed
and zoned industrial land in Africa. The SEZ has designated Customs
Controlled Areas (CCA) which provide significant tax and rebate incentives for
investors located within the zone.
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Dubbed the “Friendly City”; Nelson Mandela Bay is
a thriving, cultural city and is fast becoming one
of the coolest cities in South Africa

3 WORLD-CLASS INFRASTRUCTURE
Nelson Mandela Bay has extensive transport links to the rest of the world and is
integrated into the local market.
The two ports provide linkages and opportunities for export-based manufacturing.
The Deep water port of Ngqura is adjacent to the Coega SEZ, which is the most
successful SEZ in Africa.
The Coega SEZ provides a plug and play environment, with all the necessary
infrastructure including roads, bulk water and sewer networks, telecommunication
sleeve networks, electrical substations ready to service light and heavy
manufacturers.

20min

to Coega Special
Economic Zone

5min

“10minute
airport”

to the beach and
central business district

PE International Airport

4 LIFESTYLE
The city is a popular seaside destination with beautiful blue flag beaches, beautiful
attractions and buzzing cosmopolitan city centre. Named after the great Nelson
Mandela the city has a big personality and is a cradle of creativity with its people
being the greatest pride. The city is home to different ethnic groups and nationalities
from all over the world.

10%

Annual increase for both local
and international visitors in the
tourism industry

5 TOURISM
Tourism is viewed as an important area of growth
for Nelson Mandela Bay and key attractions in and
around Nelson Mandela Bay include wildlife and
outdoor, cultural, historical as well as adventure and
sport related activities and attractions. Infrastructural
developments that are necessary for tourism growth
have been prioritised by the Nelson Mandela Bay
Municipality. The increase in annual visitors has seen
the growth of township tourism, thereby strategically
positioning Nelson Mandela Bay to benefit.

6 PLATFORM FOR INNOVATION AND RESEARCH
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• The Council for Scientific and Industrial Research (CSIR)
• Nelson Mandela University (NMU)
• NMU Ocean Campus

INVESTMENT INFRASTRUCTURE
1

NELSON MANDELA BAY LOGISTICS PARK
The Nelson Mandela Bay Logistics Park, managed by the Coega
Development Corporation (CDC), provides infrastructure and services
to the motor industry in the Nelson Mandela Bay area. By providing
integrated logistics services and infrastructure, the Logistics Park
assists the automotive manufacturers to reduce manufacturing costs
and improves suppliers’ competitiveness.

Reduce manufacturing costs and
improve supplier competitiveness

2

COEGA SPECIAL ECONOMIC ZONE
The CDC is a state-owned enterprise (SoE) in
terms of the Public Finance Management Act
(PFMA), based in the Nelson Mandela Bay
Municipality with operations throughout SA. The
corporation is mandated to develop and operate
the 9 003 ha Coega SEZ, which was established
in 1999. The Coega SEZ was gazetted by the
Minister, Dr Rob Davies (Government Gazette No.
40883 on 2 June 2017) in terms of section 39(2) of
the SEZ Act No. 16 of 2014 (“SEZ Act “), replacing
the Government Gazette No. 21803 of 1 December
2000) made in terms of the Manufacturing
Development Act No. 187 of 1993.

The 9 003 ha
of land divided
into 14 zones

The CDC’s vision is to be the leading catalyst for the championing of socio-economic
growth. Its mission is to provide a competitive investment location supported by
value-added business services that effectively enables socio-economic development
in the Eastern Cape and the rest of SA.
In the 19 years since its establishment in 1999, the CDC has become SA’s most
successful SEZ and has matured to become one of the biggest drivers of job creation
and development of the Eastern Cape economy. It is purpose-designed following the
cluster model, which strategically positions related and synergistic industries and their
supply chains in close proximity to one another in order to maximise efficiency and
minimise turnaround times.
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The Coega SEZ is demarcated into 14 zones, with the focus being placed on the
following sectors:
• Metals/Metallurgical
• Automotive
• Business Process Outsourcing (BPO)
• Chemicals
• Agro-processing
• Logistics
• Trade Solutions
• Energy
• Maritime
In 2008 Coega diversified its product offering to include the 216 hectare automotive
supplier park the Nelson Mandela Bay Logistics Park (NMBLP), as well as a range of
consultancy services.
CDC’s company structure is divided into three main areas of interest:
• The Coega SEZ;
• Commercial services – such as resource services through Coega Human
Capital Solutions, travel related solutions through Coega Corporate Travel, strategy
development services through Coega Telecoms and accommodation and conferencing
at the Vulindlela Accommodation and Conference Centre (VACC); and
• Project management / consultancy services, where Coega acts as implementing agent,
for a range of private and public sector clients on infrastructure projects.
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Transformational Projects – Summary as at November 2018
#

Project Name

Description

Investment Value

Jobs (irect & indirect)

Vehicle Manufacturing Plant

R 11.5 bn

12 100

2017- 2022 Horizon
1

BAIC

2

Osho Cement

Cement Grinding Plant

R 0.6 bn

600

3

Aquaculture Complex

Aquaculture Development Zone – 448 Ha

R 2 bn

5 605

Delayed Projects

3

1

CCGT-Power Station

Gas to Power Programme (3126MW+ 600MW)

R 40 bn

8 140

2

Renewable Energy

Renewables

R 2.8 bn

2 500

3

Stainless Steel Thin
Strip Mill

Metallurgy

R 0.5 bn

5 730

4

Manganese Export &
Rail Upgrade

Mn export capacity from 5.5 to 16mtpa.
Rail upgrade

R 27 bn

5 000

5

Return Effluent

Recycled Water for Industrial Use

R 1.2 bn

1 500

6

Project Mthombo

Oil Refinery

$ 10 bn

24 000

7

Biodiesel

Biodiesel Projects

R 3 bn

1 000

GREEN BUSHES INDUSTRIAL PARK
The Greenbushes Business Estate is a multi-purpose business estate with
opportunities. One of the estate’s defining features is its manned 24 hour security,
CCTV, electrified fencing and fingerprint access technology which further provides
a sense of security and peace of mind for future investors and owner-occupiers.
Greenbushes Business Estate aims to create a safe environment, housing a
balanced range of industrial unit types and sizes with distinct emphasis placed on
adaptability and long-life cycle of every building.

2 500m

8 000m

2

2

light industrial zoned erven
ranging in size
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INDUSTRIAL LAND VALUES IN NELSON MANDELA BAY
Area size in m2 (Source: Rode Report 2018)

Deal Party
North End
Korsten/Neave/Sidwell/Sydenham
South End Walmer
Uitenhage: Volkswagen area/NMBLP
Uitenhage: Hella/Kruisrivier
Struandale
Markman Township
Perseverance
Walmer
Greenbushes
Fairview
Port Elizabeth

1.000

2.000

5.000

10.000

650
800
600
325
150
650
240
375
850
275
1.200

650
800
600
325
150
650
240
375
850
275
1.075

650
750
550
300
125
625
295
350
750
250
1.000

650
850
500
300
125
550
295
350
750
250
983

556

589

574

562

BUSINESS SUPPORT
The business environment of Nelson Mandela Bay is characterised by
competitive infrastructure, favourable conditions for export, first-world financial
institutions, and a socio-political landscape which provides an environment that is
conducive to investment.

1

STRATEGIC LOCATION
FOR EXPORT
Nelson Mandela Bay offers a
powerful strategic export and
manufacturing platform for
investors to achieve a competitive
advantage on a global scale,
cost reductions and new market
access. The area’s strategic
position, midway between the
west and east coast, grants
significant advantages over other
competitors, in particular providing
for the growth of niche exports.
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Coega Industrial Development Zone (IDZ) and the
Port of Ngqura position the Nelson Mandela Bay
region as the strategic trade link to both east
and west markets.

2

INFRASTRUCTURE
The two ports, the Nelson Mandela Bay
Port and the newly-constructed deepsea Port of Ngqura at the Coega IDZ
provide opportunities for export-based
manufacturing. The Port Elizabeth airport,
road and rail infrastructure links to other
major centres in SA also adds to the ease
of doing business in Nelson Mandela Bay.
Furthermore, the Nelson Mandela Bay
Logistics Park provides infrastructure and
services to the motor industry in the area.

NELSON
MANDELA BAY
PORT

PORT OF
NGQURA
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3

FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS
First-world financial institutions provide specialised and professional business
services in all fields and are on par with those on offer globally. SA’s highly
competitive banking and finance industry sees bankers, financial advisers,
lawyers, tax consultants and experienced chartered accountants able to advise
foreign banks on legal issues and guide them through regulatory requirements
with ongoing auditing services. Financial institutions are able to offer a full
range of banking activities, including trade finance, foreign exchange trading,
offshore banking and trust management. Commercial banks provide assistance
to exporters in securing payments, while certain major financial institutions
have international trade divisions offering more specialised services. Financial
packages, covering building finance and that for plant and equipment, as well as
working capital and fixed rate finance, are designed to put industrial undertakings
on course with the minimum amount of time and trouble.
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4

GOVERNANCE
The climate of socio-political stability in the Eastern Cape as a whole is conducive
to economic growth and new investment in industrial activity, tourism and small
business development. Furthermore, the Nelson Mandela Bay Municipality
adheres to high standards of local management and sound institutional capacity.
The institution proactively seek out, promotes and facilitates job creation
opportunities through investments in all the key thriving sectors, while focusing on
sustainable economic, social and environmental development.

5

CHAMBERS OF COMMERCE
At the forefront of strategic initiatives aimed at increasing the area’s attractiveness
to foreign investors are the Nelson Mandela Bay Business Chamber (NMBBC)
and National African Federated Chamber of Commerce (NAFCOC). They play
a key role in broadening the local, national and international business sector’s
awareness of Nelson Mandela Bay’s advantages. NMBBC and NAFCOC
specialise in lobbying for and representing local business, and ultimately aims to
establish the area as the ‘East coast gateway to Southern Africa’.
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STARTING A BUSINESS

1

IMMIGRATION, BUSINESS & WORK
PERMITS
The Aliens Control Act of 1991 prescribes that
the application for work permits must be made
in the applicant’s country of origin or residence
before entering SA. The application should be
lodged with the SA diplomatic mission nearest
to the place where the foreigner is residing.
Provision is made for the issue of a workseeker’s permit should the applicant wish to
first seek employment in SA before formally
applying for a work permit. As in the case of a
work permit, application should be made from
outside the Republic. Work permits are issued
for twelve months only.
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The family of a business permit holder
may be issued with appropriate permits

Conditions and requirements for permits according to the Immigration
Amendment Act, 19 of 2004:
BUSINESS PERMIT
A certificate from a registered chartered accountant (SA) is a fundamental requirement for
an application and this should show the following:
• At least R 2,5 million in cash;
• Capital contribution of at least R 2,5 million;
• At least R 2 million in cash and a capital contribution of R 500 000 originating from abroad;
• Business plan outlining short and long term feasibility;
• Proof of undertaking to employ at least five SA citizens/residents; and
• Undertaking to register with the South African Revenue Services and proof of registration
with a relevant body, board or council.
The validity period of a business permit can be determined by the extent of sustainability
of the business (but not less than 24 months); and for as long as the holder submits proof
every 24 months to show that he/she continues to qualify for the permit.
37

WORK PERMIT
A quota work permit may be issued to a foreigner who falls within a specific
professional category or occupational class. The determining factor for quotas is
the scarcity of the skills in SA. The application must be accompanied by a confirmation
of qualifications and proof of compliance/registration requirements with a relevant
professional body.
38

On the other hand, the general work permit is determined by the following:
• Signed contract of employment;
• Proof of qualifications evaluated by South African Qualifications Authority (SAQA);
• Proof of experience and skills in line with job offer;
• Testimonials from previous employers and a comprehensive curriculum vitae;
• Motivational letter stating why SA citizens/residents could not fill the position
including particulars of successful candidates;
• Letter of motivation indicating how one’s exceptional skills will benefit the South African
environment where one intends to operate;
• Proof of advertisement in national print media;
• If required by law, proof of registration with relevant body, council or board;
• Full particulars of employer, including (if applicable) proof of registration with Registrar of
Companies; and
• Certification from the Department of Labour or benchmarking organisation stipulating
the average salary earned by employees occupying similar positions.

2

EXCHANGE CONTROLS
Are exchange control regulations imposed
in SA? Yes. These restrict the outward flow of
capital and income of SA residents, as well as
regulate foreign investment.
How are the exchange control regulations
administered? The commercial banks deal
with their day-to-day application as agents
of the South African Reserve Bank (SARS,
the central bank). More complex matters are
referred to SARS itself.
How do the exchange control regulations
affect foreign investors? Foreignowned entities in SA are subject to certain
restrictions on their local borrowing (except
for ordinary trade credit).
When should exchange control approval
be obtained? In general, approval should
be obtained in advance of the transaction
concerned through a commercial bank in SA.
However, non-residents may freely trade
in securities listed on the Johannesburg
Stock Exchange, without approval, using
financial Rands.
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INVESTMENT INCENTIVES

1

NELSON MANDELA BAY
MUNICIPALITY INCENTIVE
The Incentive Policy focuses
specifically to attract additional
investments to the Nelson
Mandela Bay from new and
existing investors that seek to
expanding in the key sectors
growth sectors.
The Incentive Policy covers the
entire metro, but special focus is
on the key economic development
nodes as identified in the new
Nelson Mandela Bay Municipality
Spatial Development Framework
(SDF). Key development nodes
in the Nelson Mandela Bay area
include the Port Elizabeth CBD,
Municipality Industrial areas,
Coega SEZ and UitenhageDespatch industrial areas.
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2

SEZ INCENTIVE
One Stop Investor Services
Coega SEZ offers fully integrated SEZ support services such as operating an
extensive facilities and estate management portfolio; complying with world
standards of safety, health, environmental management and quality, safety and
security.
Special Customs Controlled Area (CCA)
The Coega SEZ has designated some zones in the area as a CCA areas which
comply with SARS requirement and offer customs incentives for companies that
seek to add value and export.

Certain companies
will qualify for a
reduced corporate
income tax rate

15%

28%

for the period
2014-2024

current headline
rate paid by
companies
outside the SEZ.

3

OTHER INVESTMENT INCENTIVES
The Department of Trade and Industry (DTI),
as well as other government departments
at a national level, developed a list of side
supply measures to be used in accordance
with the government’s incentives and
initiatives programme. These side measures
range from direct grants, production support,
export promotion, human skills development,
infrastructure and strategic investment support,
tax allowances and duty drawback facilities
to name a few. The regional (provincial)
government also focuses on specific support
measures such as investment promotion
and investor support services, while local
government focuses on specific requirements,
including location and general support services.
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INTERNATIONAL
TRADE AGREEMENT
“South Africa maintains foreign relations with countries and organisations
through missions in 85 countries and through the accreditation of the 160 countries
and organisations resident in South Africa.”

1 CUSTOMS UNION
• Southern African Customs Union (SACU)

2 FREE TRADE AGREEMENTS (FTAS)
• Southern African Development Community (SADC) FTA
• Trade, Development and Cooperation Agreement (TDCA)
• EFTA-SACU Free Trade Agreement (FTA)
• Economic Partnership Agreement between the SADC EPA States, of the one part,
and the European Union and its Member States, of the other Part

Percentage of
duties liberalise
by SA on EU
originating
products by 2012
42

86%

95%

Percentage of
duties liberalise
by EU on SA
originating
products by 2010

3 PREFERENTIAL TRADE AGREEMENTS (PTAS)
• SACU-Southern Common Market (Mercosur) PTA
• Zimbabwe/SA bilateral trade agreement

4 NON-RECIPROCAL TRADE ARRANGEMENTS
• Generalised System of Preferences (GSP)
• Africa Growth and Opportunity Act (AGOA)

1,000
product lines on
each side of the
border

5 OTHER AGREEMENTS
• Trade, Investment and Development
Cooperation Agreement (TIDCA)
• Trade and Investment Framework Agreement
(TIFA)

GSP
offered to SA
as developing
country by

industrial

Specified to
the following
products
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6 CURRENT TRADE NEGOTIATIONS
• SACU-India PTA
• SADC-EAC-COMESA Tripartite FTA
• The African Continental Free Trade Area (AfCFTA)

US$ 860 billion

SADC-EACCOMESA
Tripartite FTA

Combined GDP

590 million
Approximate
combined population

26 countries

US$ 3,3 trillion

The African
Continental
Free Trade Area
(AfCFTA)

Combined GDP

integrates a market of
55 countries

1 Billion
Approximate
combined population

7 SISTER CITY TWINNING AGREEMENTS WITH NELSON
MANDELA BAY
• Gothenburg, Sweden
• Jacksonville, Florida, USA
• Ningbo, China

USEFUL CONTACTS
1 USEFUL CONTACTS IN SOUTH AFRICA
Automotive Industry Development Centre
Business Partners
Business Processing enabling South Africa
Council For Scientific Research
Department of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries
Department of Foreign Affairs
Department of Trade and Industry
Eskom
Industrial Development Corporation
National Association of Auto Manufacturers of SA
National Ports Authority
South African Chamber of Business

www.aidc.co.za
www.businesspartners.co.za
www.bpesa.org.za
www.csir.co.za
www.daff.gov.za
www.dfa.gov.za
www.thedti.gov.za
www.eskom.co.za
www.idc.co.za
www.naamsa.co.za
www.npa.co.za
www.sacob.co.za

2 USEFUL CONTACTS IN EASTERN CAPE
Coega Industrial Development Zone
East Cape Development Corporation
Nelson Mandela University

www.coega.co.za
www.ecdc.co.za
www.nmu.ac.za
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3 USEFUL CONTACTS IN NELSON MANDELA BAY
Nelson Mandela Metropolitan Municipality
Nelson Mandela Bay Tourism
Nelson Mandela Bay Business Chamber
National African Federated Chamber of Commerce
Coega Development Corporation
Mandela Bay Development Agency

www.nelsonmandelabay.gov.za
www.nmbt.co.za
www.nmbbusinesschamber.co.za
www.nafcocnmb.co.za
www.coega.co.za
www.mbda.co.za

For more information on investment/investor related queries in
Nelson Mandela Bay, contact:
Nelson Mandela Bay Municipality Trade & Investment Sub-directorate
Tel: 041 503 7527
Email: investments2@mandelametro.gov.za

www.nelsonmandelabay.gov.za
Nelson Mandela Bay Municipality

AGRO-PROCESSING

SERVICES
SECTOR

OCEANS
ECONOMY

@NMBMunicipality

AUTOMOTIVE

LIGHT
MANUFACTURING

TOURISM

